COLLEGE OF ETHNIC STUDIES

VIRTUAL FAIR

EXPLORE CAREERS & GRADUATE PROGRAMS ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Event Details

📅 April 12, 2024
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WHAT IS A VIRTUAL FAIR?
Virtual career fairs on Handshake allow you to meet recruiters, employers, and graduate program representatives through video sessions.

COES FAIR
The COES Virtual Career and Graduate School Fair is an opportunity to aid students in taking the next steps in their journey by presenting them with tangible options for what they can do after graduation.

HANDSHAKE
Recruiters will likely review your profile before a session, so update your Handshake profile with your role and location preferences, skills, organizations, and work experience!
HOW TO REGISTER

1. To register for the COES Virtual Fair: Log in to your Handshake account, click on Events, and select the “virtual” and “career fairs” filters.

2. You are required to register for each session that you would like to attend.

3. Set your Handshake account privacy settings to “COMMUNITY” to sign up for group and 1:1 sessions with employers. You can do this by clicking on your photo or initials in the top right corner of Handshake and selecting “Settings & Privacy”.

REGISTER HERE
The first step in preparing for virtual fairs is ensuring your Handshake profile is complete and up-to-date. Your Handshake profile helps you get personalized recommendations for upcoming virtual events. Plus, recruiters use profile fields to find students to invite to their sessions. Do not let an incomplete or out-of-date profile keep you from getting discovered by recruiters. You can do this by clicking on your photo or initials in the top right corner of Handshake and selecting “My Profile.” Be sure to update your GPA, major, school year, preferred name, work experience, work authorization, projects, and more! Select the job types, locations, and roles that interest you so recruiters know which jobs and internships fit you.

Prepare your resume. Make plans to update your resume. Take advantage of the resume writing workshops and services offered through the SFSU Career & Leadership Office. Also, consider utilizing the VMOCK Resume Smart Editor.

Not sure what to include in your resume or how it should be formatted? Check out our Resume Guidelines.

In your Documents section, click on your preferred resume, select “Edit Document,” and set it to “Pubemployers to review during the Career Fair. Check out this YouTube video with step-by-step instructions on uploading a document to Handshake.
ATTIRE AND WORKSPACE
The recommended dress for this event is business professional attire.

Ensure you have a solid internet connection. Be aware of your surroundings. Your interviewer should be able to focus on you without being distracted by a TV playing in the background, posters hanging on the wall, or the fact that they cannot see your face very well. Do not let your surroundings detract from the great things you are saying... you want to come across as you are—smart, capable and ready to take on the work at their company or organization!

RESEARCH EMPLOYERS
Explore the list of employer attendees and narrow down your search using filters to find companies that match your interests. To view the employer information page, simply click on the name of the organization. Make sure to check out their preferred job roles and opportunities as well!

WHAT TO EXPECT DURING THE FAIR
What will participating in a virtual fair look like on a fair day? Check out this helpful article, complete with screenshots! Maintain eye contact (look at the camera, not the screen), practice active listening, and ask thoughtful questions based on your company research.

We will support students via an external Zoom link on the day of each virtual career fair. The Zoom link can be accessed at the top of the event description on Handshake. Follow the link to meet face-to-face with a fair organizer.
ABOUT THE COLLEGE OF ETHNIC STUDIES AT SFSU

Established in Fall 1969, the College of Ethnic Studies grew from the 1968 Black Student Union/Third World Liberation Front Student Strike through a coalition of faculty-scholars, student-activists and community members. The college consists of five departments: Asian American Studies, Africana Studies, Latina/Latino Studies, American Indian Studies and Race and Resistance Studies.

CoES students receive educational support and academic training that prepare them to address present-day issues and contribute to creating a just society while celebrating differences. Our students possess a range of skills and interests in various fields, including but not limited to education, healthcare, social work, business, government, and non-profit.

Handshake is SFSU's Job/Internship Posting Platform

REGISTER HERE